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Brain Games: Sudoku 1 is a collection of more than 300 sudoku puzzles. Part of the popular Brain

Games series, the book is designed to help keep your brain cognitively fit, flexible, and young.

Sudoku puzzles add a fresh challenge to your mental workout. Although they are number puzzles,

they do not require math skills. The objective of these crosswords without words is to place the

numbers 1 through 9 only once in each horizontal row of squares, each vertical column of squares,

and each 3x3 square box in the 9x9 grid. The puzzles have some numbers filled in, and you work

out the rest. You never have to guess; all the puzzles can be solved by logic.Brain Games: Sudoku

1 puzzles are sorted into five levels of difficulty. The book s introduction offers helpful tips and

techniques for solving the puzzles, starting with the process of elimination. As you work through the

sudoku puzzles, you will uncover your own techniques for solving them. Answers to every puzzle

are provided at the back of the book.Whether you are new to sudoku or craving a fresh challenge,

Brain Games: Sudoku will give your brain a healthy workout. The book features: More than 300

sudoku puzzles, arranged in order of difficulty.  Handy, spiral-bound paperback format that you can

take anywhere. Answers for each sudoku puzzle are included.
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For almost 20 years, Brain GamesÂ® has been the go-to name for puzzle book and magazines that

are both entertaining and mind building. Based on the recognized science that games train your

brain to think quickly and creatively, BG puzzles cover all bases: logic, word puzzles, cognition, spot



the difference, and more.

I love this book. The binding is great, the pages lie nice and flat. I really like that there are two

puzzles per page. I wish there were more books like this one. The vendor shipped very quickly and I

am going to be ordering more from them in the future. Thank you so much for a great product.

As someone who was relatively new to doing Sudoku on a regular basis, I've found this book to be

exactly what I was looking for. The spiral binding is essential, as it lets the book lie open while you

work. I've skipped around the levels rather than working through from the beginning, and that is also

working out just fine for me. Now that I've done about 30 puzzles, I've left the easier levels behind in

favor of 3-5, depending on the level of effort I want to spend.

Several different levels of difficulty, some very challenging. What I really love is the spiral binding

which allows the pages to turn & remain flat, and the pages are larges enough for 2 puzzles with

plenty of room for scribbling notes.

Two per page but awesome nonetheless!

Just right, easy to read, interesting puzzles. I ordered it again (I couldn't possibly remember each

puzzle, do you?)

This is a great game book. Unlike many others it is spiral so you can easily hold it and lay it flat. If

you enjoy doing Sudoku this is a must.

Love the spiral and the bold print. Over 300 puzzles and some very challenging.

This is a wonderful book! So easy to handle because it is a spiral notebook. Also, ALL the puzzles

are easily done so when it's been a rough day, and you need a break, grab this book & ENJOY!!!
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